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The new road is traced: 
magnesium and Kevlar® fiber.
Lightness, strength, 
reliability.

SLIM KOMBAT
A unique spraygun in its conception, 
which combines the tradition of a 
historical product and tested as Slim, to 
the lightness of a magnesium body 
over-injected Kevlar® fiber.

The Walcom® revolution continues, 
after Genesi Carbonio here is Slim 
KOMBAT. 

Advanced materials, unique and patented 
solutions, top quality performance with all 
types of paints and reduced consumption 
in compliance with ecological regulations.

The spirit of tradition in the basic 
components, combined with the 
innovation of the materials that make up 
the body, generate a unique result in the 
market.

Car Refinish, industry, woodworking: 
Slim KOMBAT is a true professional and 
universal spraygun, suitable for all sectors 
and painting.

The consolidated construction philosophy of the new generation Walcom® spray guns, leaves unchan-
ged all the fundamental hinges of the traditional spraygun, such as needle-nozzle-aircap, metal body 
structure, combining materials of modern design and chemical formulas that ensure durability, stren-
gth and reliability over time. All these features generate a concrete and real advantages for endusers.

380 g. Walcom® range is now 
the company that offers the 
lightest spray guns on the 
market, unapproachable in this 
by competitors thanks to its 
patented solutions.

Slim KOMBAT has been 
improved in the project, to 
offer a greater and more 
airflow for the benefit of a finer 
atomisation and a better paint 
layout, for primer, basecoat or 
clearcoat. 
The processing on 5-axis CNC 
machines, guarantees total 
quality and consistency in each 
production lot.

Absolutely resistant to 
solvents, cleaning products 
and impacts thanks to the 
chemical characteristics of 
Kevlar® fiber, Slim KOMBAT is a 
spraygun designed to last over 
time and to maintain intact its 
performance characteristics.

WEIGHT PERFORMANCE

PACKAGE CLEANING

STRENGTH

The whole body in magne-

sium is over-injected in 

Kevlar® fiber, to guarantee 

its strength and durability 

over time.

Body in die-cast and 

sandblasted magnesium, 

CNC machined with 5-axis 

technology. 

Lightness and resistance.

Fast Turning Aircap, 

the new system for fast 

unscrewing and screwing 

the aircap ring in ½ turn.
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Rigid plastic suitcase, 
containing spray gun with 
cup, seals / springs kit, filters, 
cleaning brush and service key. 
Pressure regulator and gauge 
(HVLP and HTE versions).
Box in glossy silk-screen 
cardboard, containing airbrush, 
seals / springs kit, cleaning 
brush and service key.

Its smooth, strong and free 
surface porosity ensures 
extremely easy cleaning of the 
surface and maintenance of the 
spray gun in optimal conditions.



HVLP HTE HTE SR

NEEDLE-NOZZLE-
SPRINGS: 
AISI 303 stainless steel

BODY
Die-cast magnesium 
and Kevlar® fiber

AIRCAP RING
Kevlar fiber®

TRIGGER
Kevlar® fiber

AIRCAP
Nickel-plated brass
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